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About CAFDE 
 
The Canadian Association of Film Distributors and Exporters (CAFDE) represents the interests of the 
Canadian film distribution industry and its members on matters of national interest. Current membership 
includes d Films, Elevation Pictures, Entertainment One/Les Films Séville, Kinosmith, Métropole 
Films, Mongrel Media, LaRue, Pacific Northwest Pictures, Search Engine Films and CropGlass. 
 
Introduction  
 
As the trade organization representing the Canadian film distribution industry and its members, CAFDE is in a 
unique position to offer comment on the state of Canadian public policy as it pertains to the cultural industries, 
namely Canada’s film industry, and make recommendations to the Department of Canadian Heritage based on 
its members’ experiences. We are heartened to see the Department’s focus on the exciting opportunities 
presented in this developing digital era and want to ensure that in connection with changing technologies, the 
already-successful Canadian film policy ecosystem be managed carefully to ensure that the industry can adapt 
and continue to thrive.  To that end, CAFDE members were eager to contribute, as industry representatives, to 
the online consultation process as well as in person at some of the consultations conducted by the Department 
of Heritage across the country. We have elected to prepare this written submission to more formally participate 
in the consultations as a major film stakeholder with a united voice and ensure that our online and in-person 
suggestions are centralized as the Minister continues her examination of the current cultural landscape. Our 
association represents a variety of business from small and independent film distributors to very large global 
media organizations. All of our membership is supportive of the policy proposals included within this 
submission. 
 
 
What follows are four concrete policy recommendations for the Minister of Canadian Heritage and her team at 
the Department to consider. They affect all areas under the Department of Heritage’s purview including the 
CRTC, and attempt to outline how the Ministry can revise the federal cultural policy toolkit to promote and 
support Canadian culture with an aim to efficiently invest in Canadian talent and drive economic growth in 
Canada.  
 
Four Recommendations 
 
Cultural Industries Policy Recommendation #1:  
 

A Formal Film Distribution Policy 

http://www.dfilmscorp.ca/
http://www.elevationpictures.com/
http://entertainmentone.com/home
http://www.kinosmith.com/
http://www.metropolefilms.com/
http://www.metropolefilms.com/
http://www.mongrelmedia.com/
http://www.pnwpictures.com/
http://www.searchenginefilms.com/
http://cropglassvod.com/


  
 
 
 

 

 

 
The federal cultural policy toolkit does not currently have a functional film distribution policy framework. 
The current success and diversity of Canadian film distribution companies is a direct result of the steps 
taken in 1988 by Flora McDonald (then-Communications Minister) to enshrine that – outside of the 
interests of the six major Hollywood studios, which were grandfathered – the distribution of feature film 
in Canada be conducted by Canadian-owned companies.  This existing policy has been helpfully 
compiled by the research department at the Library of Parliament (see attached).  The 1988 Policy is 
the backbone on which the Canadian film distribution sector is based and as such has created vibrant 
distribution companies well positioned to invest in and support Canadian feature film but the Policy is 
dated, unenforced, and does not reflect the current reality of content exploitation in our country. 
  
CAFDE’s first and foremost recommendation is that the Minister of Heritage immediately 
instruct her department to work with the Department of Innovation, Science and Economic 
Development to draft a formal policy framework to memorialize the requirement that film 
distribution in Canada be conducted by Canadian-owned companies, and consequently fast-
track supporting legislation to fill the current legislative vacuum. CAFDE recommends that the 
Minister develop a Canadian distribution policy that nurtures independent Canadian companies and 
strengthens reinvestment in our economy. 
 
In recent years, foreign distributors (excluding those American distributors grandfathered by the 1988 
policy with offices and employees in Canada) have taken note of the legal vacuum around Canadian 
film distribution and have begun to test the policy’s limits, eroding its reach and abusing its spirit. 
CAFDE has made the Department of Canadian Heritage aware of a number of abuses of the policy. 
Recent violations of the policy have been particularly vexing to Canada’s distribution and export 
community.  For example, the Chinese company WellGo and its subsidiary WellGo USA, which is 
located in an industrial park in Texas, are among the most aggressive in importing film into Canada. 
The subsidiary company has no offices or employees in Canada and have bought Canadian rights to 
foreign films for theatrical distribution in contravention of the distribution policy. Recent examples 
include films God of War and Train to Busan1.  
 
As a concrete recommendation, CAFDE proposes the Minister introduces a bill which would resemble 
in many ways the 1988 Distribution Policy but modernized to take into account the changing 
circumstances in a new digital era.  The Ministry can rely on the information assembled by the Library 
of Parliament so the resources required to develop such legislation would hopefully not be time-
consuming. Enshrining the 1988 Policy as legislation will help to foster the growth of a healthy 
Canadian film ecosystem supportive of Canadian artists, producers, distributors and audiences and will 
rectify the current erosion taking place to the Canadian distribution landscape.  

 
In order to preserve the viability of our existing domestic film distribution sector, it’s crucial that we 
prioritize Canadian-owned (tax-paying) firms who will reinvest in Canadian production and ensure 
access to Canadian films from a plurality of communities. We recommend that the Department of 

                                                        
1 http://variety.com/2016/film/asia/wellgo-usa-chinas-god-of-war-for-north-america-1201865507/ 
http://www.screendaily.com/news/distribution/well-go-usa-entertainment-boards-train-to-busan/5104736.article  

http://variety.com/2016/film/asia/wellgo-usa-chinas-god-of-war-for-north-america-1201865507/
http://www.screendaily.com/news/distribution/well-go-usa-entertainment-boards-train-to-busan/5104736.article


  
 
 
 

 

 

Canadian Heritage immediately update, enshrine and enforce a Canadian feature film 
distribution policy in order to reflect the reality of the new digital era and support the growth of 
our country’s film industry. 

 
Cultural Industries Policy Recommendation #2 
 

The CBC: The Home of Canadian Feature Films  
 

CAFDE members were thrilled to see the Liberals commit to increased funding of the Canadian 
Broadcast Corporation, our national broadcaster and the natural home for high-quality Canadian 
content. Unfortunately, the CBC has not, in recent history, aired a significant amount of Canadian 
cinema. This is not what the public expects of its national broadcaster and it is not conducive to the 
strengthening Canada’s national identity. 

 
CAFDE recommends that the government seek to achieve the desired policy outcomes from this 
funding by tying it to commitments by the CBC. Specifically, CAFDE proposes that a portion of the 
new funding granted to the CBC be allocated exclusively to the licensing of Canadian feature 
films, and that this envelope specifically supports the the frequent and regular airing of new 
theatrical feature films on the CBC.  
 
As the Minister of Heritage likely recognizes as a result of her regional experience in Québec, 
meaningful financial commitment of a broadcaster to productions from its own community is integral to 
a successful ecosystem of Canadian audiences consuming and appreciating Canadian films. The 
commitment Radio-Canada has made to Québec-made films bears this out as we see Québec 
audiences vigorously consuming local films. CAFDE recommends that the Department of Canadian 
Heritage develop a strategy to make CBC the natural home for Canadian films by linking some of its 
increased funding to buying and airing Canadian films for Canadian audiences, thereby allowing 
communities across Canada to easily consume content that tells their own stories. This approach will 
help ensure that stories from indigenous communities, immigrant communities, ethnic and cultural 
communities and remote and northern communities are reaching Canadian audiences.  Domestic 
support for Canadian feature films will not only increase saturation of Canadian stories within the 
domestic market, it will set the stage for successful of our stories to the world. 
 

 
Cultural Industries Policy Recommendation #3 
 

Broadcasters and Over the Top Streaming Services in Canada: A Commitment to Canadian Feature 
Films 

 
The success of Canadian broadcasters is crucial to the success of all cultural industries in Canada, and 
very much interconnected with the success of Canada’s film distributors and the Canadian film industry. 
Further, the strength of each of these sectors is vital to the accessibility and discoverability of our 
national culture and stories to all Canadians.  

 



  
 
 
 

 

 

In Canada, our major broadcasters, which enjoy a privileged business position under Canadian law, are 
required to adhere to certain parameters around the airing of Canadian content.  As vertical integration 
of our broadcast sector intensifies and new digital platforms emerge, the government must take steps 
to ensure that a diverse representation of types of Canadian content continue to be commissioned and 
acquired by all entities exploiting content within our borders.  

 
CAFDE recommends first, that within the category of Canadian content, there be a sub-category 
requirement for Canadian feature films. The Movie Network is licensed as a channel in Canada by 
the CRTC based on certain expectations around the content it airs. In particular, CAFDE recommends 
an undertaking whereby TMN is required to reconfirm its commitment to buy all suitable Canadian film 
presented to it. More generally, CAFDE has presented the CRTC with the option of creating a new 
content category, 7(d) within the Broadcast Act. This category would commit broadcasters to ensuring a 
certain component of their Canadian content obligations are directed towards the acquisition and 
exploitation of Canadian feature films.  

 
In connection with the proposed group license renewals, the CRTC will be considering the necessity 
and application of regulatory measures to ensure the structure and requirements placed on our national 
broadcasters meet the needs of all Canadians. Given that approach, CAFDE supports the 2016 
application by Canadian broadcasters to renew their licenses, but we do so with the expectation that 
the CRTC will continue to uphold the commercial and cultural interests of the Canadian film industry in 
the process and that the Department of Canadian Heritage will do the same.   

 
As distributors, we rely primarily on broadcasters for the dissemination of our films to Canadians 
beyond the traditional theatrical window (a window which is becoming more limited in the digital era, as 
noted by the Department in its paper). Unfortunately, the dissemination of Canadian feature films by 
broadcasters has been eroding over time, an erosion which stands in sharp contrast to the spirit of 
Canada’s Broadcasting Act and the Canadian Government’s stated goals of supporting the creation, 
dissemination and discoverability of Canadian content for Canadians. Specifically, our members have 
seen a substantially reduced commitment to Canadian films by Canadian broadcasters over the last 
five broadcast seasons in both pay and free television acquisitions. This trend has been consistent 
across all broadcasters and appears to represent a change in strategic direction which is not 
compatible with the spirit of the Broadcast Act, the CRTC’s mandate and the Canadian Government’s 
interests.  

 
In order to reverse this trend and strengthen the ecosystem for Canadian cultural products, CAFDE 
recommends that the government continue to create a home for Canadian feature films on television by 
reinforcing mechanisms that encourage the exhibition in primetime of feature films made in 
Canada. This can be accomplished by mandating that Canadian broadcasters devote a given amount 
of their schedules specifically to category 7(d) programming - i.e. theatrical feature films. To date, 
broadcasters have had the latitude to program within category 7 as a whole, and without any specific 
requirements for feature films. This can also be accomplished by maintaining a minimum requirement 
for exhibition of Canadian content (including feature films) during primetime. 

 



  
 
 
 

 

 

Secondly, CAFDE recommends that the Department of Canadian Heritage ensure that over the top 
services, which increasingly make up the services Canadians are using to consume culture, 
commit to buying and streaming Canadian content, in particular, Canadian feature films. Digital 
streaming services are growing as traditional broadcaster subscriptions are diminishing. If the creative 
development, production and distribution film ecosystem is to be maintained, OTTs will need to buy 
Canadian content in order for Canadian content and production to be discoverable by Canadians.  

 
As discussed in the government’s policy paper, we are all responsible for ensuring, in a digital era, that 
diverse Canadian stories are being told. We must ensure that stories from indigenous communities, 
immigrant communities, ethnic and cultural communities are connecting with and accessible to 
Canadian audiences. Traditional broadcasters and, increasingly, digital streaming services create a 
window to these audiences; and CAFDE members want to ensure that these windows are open to 
Canadian feature films.  

 
Cultural Industries Policy Recommendation #4 
 

Telefilm: Back to the Original Vision  
 

CAFDE members strongly support the role Telefilm plays in the Canadian content ecosystem. Indeed, 
we were pleased to see the government commit to new, greater funding for the organization. Telefilm 
has a long history of funding important content including Canadian feature films. Unfortunately, in the 
experience of CAFDE member distributors, Telefilm has strayed from its mandate and lost sight of its 
goal.  

 
A part of Telefilm’s allocation of funding from non-government sources is through its Talent Fund. 
Producers and distributors in the feature film industry have been increasingly concerned regarding the 
productive use of this funding. CAFDE recommends to the Department of Canadian Heritage that it 
require a more detailed accounting of how Talent Fund money is spent, specifically, how those 
expenditures contribute to Telefilm’s core mandate of creating theatrical Canadian feature films 
for consumption by Canadian audiences and for export around the world.  

 
CAFDE wholeheartedly supports one of the major principles underpinning Telefilm’s mandate: the 
market trigger. To maintain a sustainable cultural eco-system, it is key that the projects Telefilm 
chooses to invest government resources in have a place in the market.  To that end, it is crucial that our 
cultural industries are sustainable and that the films the government chooses to fund have a genuine 
market and a natural audience. We believe the partnership between Canadian film distributors and 
Telefilm Canada is a natural one; requiring investment from Canadian-owned distribution companies as 
a trigger for Telefilm investment is a way that private and public institutions can work together to keep 
our industry robust.  We believe CAFDE members are well- positioned to continue to work with Telefilm 
to apply this standard to funding.  

 
Conclusion 
 



  
 
 
 

 

 

CAFDE supports the Minister and the Department’s consultative approach to cultural policy and Canadian 
content in the new digital era. CAFDE members have drawn on their experience not only as distributors and 
exporters but as active participants in and promoters of the Canadian content ecosystem to make 
recommendations that will embrace and harness new technologies to find new ways for Canadians to tell our 
stories to one another.  
 
We believe that if implemented, the four key recommendations outlined herein would greatly contribute to the 
department’s primary goal of strengthening content creation, discovery and export in a digital world.  
 

1. The Minister of Heritage should immediately instruct her department to work with the 
Department of Innovation, Science and Economic Development to draft a formal policy 
framework to memorialize the requirement that film distribution in Canada be conducted by 
Canadian-owned companies, and consequently fast-track supporting legislation to fill the 
current legislative vacuum. 
 

2. A portion of the new funding granted to the CBC should be allocated exclusively to the 
licensing of Canadian feature films, with such funding earmarked to support exploitation of one 
new theatrical feature film per month on the CBC. 
 

3. The Minister of Heritage should instruct the CRTC to focus on a renewed commitment from 
broadcasters to support Canadian feature films: 
 

a. Within the category of Canadian content, there be a sub-category requirement for 
Canadian feature films (i.e. creation of a new category of CanCon 7(d) Feature Films). 

b. Over the top services, should be required to commit to buying and streaming Canadian 
content, in particular, Canadian feature films. 

 
4. The Department of Canadian Heritage should require a more detailed accounting of how 

Telefilm Talent Fund money is spent, specifically, how those expenditures contribute to the 
creation and airing of Canadian feature films for Canadian audiences. 

 
We welcome the consultations that the Minister has undertaken and look forward to continuing to work 
collaboratively with the Minister and the Department on the implementation of these recommendations as well 
as future policy.  
 


















































































































